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Main messages

PJ.18-W2 SOL53B EXE011 was conducted by PANSA and Indra. 

The objective of the exercise was to assess the improvements of ground Trajectory Prediction and Conflict
Detection and Resolutions through: 

• The use of the ADS-C Mass 

• Better selection of speed using ADS-C data and Mode S data

• The implementation of catch-up maneuvers
• BADA calibration
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Catch-up manouvers: Catch-up manouvers is a situation when aircraft is above or below optimal profile. The legacy hard-coded approach for descending CFL (immediately initiate an idle descent) does not represent actual preferences from Airspace Users and can be improved. FMS approach is to minimize levelled segments during the Descent Phase (passenger comfort), and this implies NOT using Idle Thrust rating, but a constant shallow vertical speed.



Validation methodology
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EXE011 validation was a V3 Real Time Simulation (RTS) with a traffic generator providing aircraft 
and simulated EPP ADS-C data (Indra iSIM Simulator)

The 3-days validation took place in mid-October in PANSA premises in Warsaw with the use of 
P_21/iTEC system 

7 Air Traffic Controllers and
4 pseudo-pilots



Validation methodology

During the operational phase of validation each day 
we conducted 2 exercise runs. 
The first run was a reference scenario with the use of 
the system without TP/CD&R improvements. 

The second run was a solution scenario with the use 
of the improved system. 

A medium and high traffic level scenarios with 
randomized values of speeds and different 
climb/descent thrust was used.

There were almost 100% aircraft equipped with ADS-
C EPP in the traffic scenarios. 
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Airspace definition and traffic flow

Scenarios were based on real traffic flows in FIR EPWW from 
2022. The exercise scenarios were adapted to represent the 
complexity and volume of traffic in measured sectors as much 
as possible, and to provide the possibility to validate new 
functionalities in wide range of traffic configurations.
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TP Improvement with ADS-C EPP 

A general improvement on the TP prediction was 
observed. More compliancebetween ground and EPP 
trajectorywas detected in solution scenario. 
However, some limitations due to a few incorrect 
behaviors of iSIM EPP prediction were detected.
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Red Trajectory – Ground TP with no EPP information
Green Trajectory – Ground TP with EPP information
Blue Tajectory – EPP prediction simulated by Indra iSIM



Results and conclusions
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Improved ground trajectory prediction accuracy

Better conflict detection and resolution

Reduced number of the false alerts

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The accuracy of today’s ground trajectory prediction is limited due to the lack of information regarding the aircraft intent. Information transmitted from the aircraft to the ground ATM systems might be valuable as it offers an almost real-time picture of flight intentions and aircraft performance. Considering all the analysed data the results shown that the trajectory prediction might be more accurate with the proper use of ADS-C EPP data. The average reference trajectory error is significantly higher (~14%) than the average solution trajectory error (~2%). Conflict detection and resolution tools use the predicted trajectory to detect conflicts between the flights, so is had been expected that the conflict detection and resolution tools would have provided more accurate information regarding the conflicts. It has been proven that the improved trajectory prediction has a notable, positive effecton the CD/R tools. It has not been directly investigated how many false alerts have been supressed, but the number of false alerts have dropped.



Results and conclusions
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Workload

Airspace capacity

Route efficiency

Communications

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The validation allowed demonstrating that the EPP data transmitted from the aircraft via ADS-C reports might be operationally usable, but a limited benefit to human performance has been recorded. No significant change of workload has been observed. Thus, the airspace capacity has not been increased.In some cases, the access to the EPP data allowed to shorten the routes flown by the aircraft. The knowledge of the aircraft performance and flight intentions allowed to use direct routing even when SUAs have been on the way and showed no need to vector the flight in evolution for spacing. Although, ATCOs reckoned that their situational awareness was not good enough mostly because of the difficulty to consider the relevance of EPP. The HMI needs to be refined to allow the controllers to take full benefit of the ADS-C data.The use of EPP data allowed to reduce the amount of the voice air-ground communications, e.g. there has been no need to use radio to get informed about top of descent, the ability to reach certain levels before certain positions.



Limitations and recommendations
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Refresh rate

Non-managed mode

Coefficient approach

Conflict tolerances

HMI

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
There are some limitations reducing the benefits of the use of the ADS-C data. The update rate has been too low to be usable in dynamic conditions, e.g. in TMAs. Each time the evolution of the flight is somehow restricted, the data transmitted from the aircraft beforehand does not reflect the new situation. Moreover, the downlinked data do not reflect the real flight intentions and performance when the aircraft is flown in a non-managed mode, e.g. heading select.The trajectory prediction might be improved further by calculating corrective coefficients. Potentially, some adjustments of the conflict tolerances might be necessary to observe the full benefit. The optimum conflict parameters tuning needs to be further investigate, though.A lot of the suggestions made by the ATCOs were related to CWP HMI. Broadly speaking, data provided by the EPP should be integrated with other CWP HMI elements: 
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